
the end of that time or if the creature is destroyed 
prior to, the statue will crumble to dust and reform 
on the pedestal in twenty-four hours. 
 Studying the statue is a Conjurer (9 hp) named 
Vincent van Ghoul. He has magic missile, sleep, and 
invisibility memorized. He is cautious but eventually 
may become friendly and cackles at any funny jokes.  
 
8. This room contains two Giant Shrews (5 and 1 
hp). Their only concern is not becoming food. 
 
9. This chamber is full of crates, boxes, and barrels, 
but otherwise empty. 
 
10. This room is the dormitory of the cultists who 
live here. They are ascetics and all of their wealth is  
stored in the Ogre’s room. 
 
11. This room is full of rubbish. There are three 
Elves (6, 4, 4 hp) who are shackled and gagged. 
They tell anyone that they were captured by the Aco-
lytes to be sacrificed to the Ogre. If rescued, they 
will gladly fight the Acolytes or Ogre, otherwise they 
wish to return home immediately. 
 
12. There are seven Acolytes (5, 6, 2, 4, 5, 3, and 2 
hp) who are chanting. They worship and serve the 
Ogre as a demigod and do not have to make Morale 
checks. There is a small chest hidden in the wall that 
contains 450 gp. 

1. This room has a stone statue of a gnome wizard 
that is flanked by two smooth stone columns. There 
is a Carrion Crawler (13 hp) feasting on some para-
lyzed rats. In the corner behind the column is a sack 
filled with 500 gp. 
 
2. This room has three Gecko Lizards (5, 11, and 8 
hp). Hidden in the rubbish is 600 cp. 
 
3. This is the Ogre’s (19 hp) lair. A large chest con-
tains 3,000 cp and 4,000 sp. There are also four 
sacks filled with 250 gp each. 
 
4. This is a temporary study and workspace for a 
local wizard named Vincent van Ghoul. A desk con-
tains three vials of rare gold ink (100 gp, 200 gp, 
and 600 gp) that may be used for writing scrolls. A 
secret door in the corner leads to a closet. 
 
5. This closet has a small chest that is protected by a 
sticky net trap. The chest contains 200 sp. 
 
6. This room is empty. 
 
7. This room contains a magical stone statue of a 
man-sized hedgehog standing on a round pedestal. 
On its base written in dwarven runes is the gnomish 
word, ‘awaken’. Reciting this command word in 
gnomish will cause the statue to come to life and 
serve whomsoever said the word for four hours. At 
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ard whose workplace they robbed. I then made the 
statue a Special to give him something to study. 
 Now we did some roleplaying because the PCs 
got surprise and Alex decided to not attack. I rolled 
that the Conjurer was Cautious and that scared 
Alex. The Conjurer said his name was Vincent (I’ve 
been watching all of my Vincent Price AIP pictures), 
and he complained that someone stole all of his Rare 
Gold Vials. Alex told me that he didn’t steal all of 
them; he left one behind, but he offered Vincent 70 
gp. He didn’t admit that he stole them but with the 
bribe and his Charisma bonus of +1 (yes, his grim 
reaper’s second best score is Charisma), he got an-
other roll on the chart and this time Vincent became 
friendly. They worked together on the statue with 
the dwarves recognizing the runes but not knowing 
the word and suggesting that it was gnomish (that’s 
when I decided that the entrance statue was a 
gnome wizard—Alex was more interested in the 
monster and treasure and except for trying to move 
the statue, didn’t actually ask what it was). Vincent 
then took a rubbing of the runes to show a gnome 
friend he knew from the academy and left. They 
were to meet up at the Prancing Pony back in the 
village later that day. (Remember when nothing was 
cliché because it was the first time you experienced 
it?) 
 The PCs continued exploring and found a lot of 
nothing until the very end. Now while we were play-
ing I was teaching Alex good exploration tactics. So 
when he got to the room #11, I said that it might be 
wise to stealthily check out both rooms since they 
were so close. After a few rolls, the PCs heard 
chanting coming from the large chamber, but noth-
ing from behind the door. I had already rolled the 
Elves and figured they were captives of the Acolytes 
who were going to sacrifice them to the Ogre whom 
they worshipped! 
 I don’t know why, Alex explored the room first 
and rescued the Elves who together with the PCs 
made very short work of the cultists thus clearing 
the dungeon. It was actually a bit anticlimactic. 
 Interestingly enough, even though I rolled all the 
time, they only encountered one wandering monster 
and that was during the first day after the Gecko 
Lizards. On their way out they encountered a single 
Ghoul. Billy was paralyzed and that worried Alex a 
bit, but it was only one.  
 This dungeon was amazing with the risk and re-
ward very well balanced. If they had a 2nd-level 
Cleric, they would have easily cleared it in no more 
than two trips. Alex had a blast and we found that 
the two custom classes were not ‘OP’ as he says all 
the time, so super successful all around. Whole thing 
took between two and three hours with a seven-year-
old running the show. 

Commentary 
I drew this dungeon on a 3” x 5” index card over the 
course of a few hours while watching a movie, and 
pulled it out when it was time for my son to test a 
new character class we had built. We didn’t want to 
mess up the dungeon that his sister and he had been 
adventuring in over the past six months or so.  
 We used Moldvay’s rules for play and when to 
stock a room or chamber. I used a custom version of 
TSR’s Monster and Treasure Assortment Level to 
determine their contents and was incredibly pleased 
with the results. I think I used all the random rolls as 
they fell. We also used The Dungeon Alphabet by 
Michael Curtis for the Trap in #5 and the Specials in 
#4 (gold) in #7 (statue). 
 Alex played his custom Grim class (a grim reaper 
with a scythe and burning hands spell that used 
black/purple flame), and I played a custom Red 
Mage class (from Final Fantasy 1) and two regular 
dwarves named Billy and Killy. The dwarves were 
our front line fighters with ACs of 2 and this made 
all the difference in the world. Most of the monsters 
needed a 17 or greater to hit them so they were gen-
erally fine, though the Ogre did send Killy back to 
the village to get healing. Alex’s Grim can’t wear ar-
mor so he was hit several times but nothing too bad. 
 What was really cool is that the random rolls 
really came together to build a semi-cohesive dun-
geon. Now when I would roll a monster, I would give 
Alex a couple of hints on what it was doing there to 
create a story as we played. For instance, the Car-
rion Crawler in the entrance chamber. After they 
killed it I explained that it might have been a vac-
uum cleaner for the dungeon. Nothing special there, 
but when we got to the room with the Gecko Liz-
ards, Alex asked how they got in there. I said some-
one—or something—must have put them in there 
because they couldn’t open the door. (Let’s let the 7-
year-old not have to deal with how Gygaxian Mon-
sters open doors). 
 And then came the Ogre in the next room. 
Couldn’t have worked out better. The party defeated 
it but took a few good hits and went back to town to 
heal Killy. They went back that same day and contin-
ued exploring the western corridor. 
 But the random stocking really became some-
thing awesome with rooms #4 and #7. I rolled a Spe-
cial for room #4 on the Moldvay chart and then ran-
domly determined that it was Gold, and that became 
the Rare Gold Ink Vials that can be used for writing 
scrolls. So this room became a makeshift wizard’s 
study. I said something like he must be a powerful 
wizard to make a little base so close to an Ogre’s 
lair.  
 When the party went into the statue room next, I 
rolled a Conjurer! I said that this might be the wiz-
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